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definitive and constructive account of the science of geo
logical correlation. 

The third and final section contains six papers dealing 
with individua l aspects of the study of orogenic belts. The 
ne;,d for an independent tectonic terminology for orogenic 
belts is emphasized in a contribution which surveys the 
variety in orogenic belts. In another the rate of displace
ment, both vertical and horizontal, is considered. Three 
papers stressing the anomalous nature of the deeper crust 
within orogcnic bdts, both in physicochemical character
istics and in relation to its excessive thickness, suggest pos
sible geophysical methods for determining meaningful 
models of the displacement within continents. 

It is pleasing to see a section devoted to discussion, both 
that following the readi ng of the papers at the symposium 
and also that occurring later as written contributions. This 
section, which serves as a detailed criticism of individual 
papers, disappoints only in the paucity of points raised. 

In such a collection of papers from a range of authors it 
is to be expected that not all the contributions rise to the 
level of the best. 'l.'ime and Place in Orogeny is, howf\ver, a 
volume that few structural geologists and gootoctonists 
can afford to be without, and a ll will anticipate with 
considerable interest the publication of the second volume 
of the trilogy: "Data for Orogenic Studies", the_ aims and 
organization of which are laid out at the end ofthrs volume. 

R. A. GAYER 

ARCH PIONEERS 
A Span of Bridges 
An lllustmted History. By H. J. Hopkins. Pp. 288. 
(David and Charles: Newton Abbot, June 1970.) 70s. 

'l'HB building of bridges is still an exciting branch of 
engineeriug, bocause the challenges it presents H0Yer 
become stCI·eotyped. No two bridges are exactly the 
same; f\ach time the problems of wind and water, the lie 
of the land and the levels of the approaches have to be 
tackled afresh. Thus the .Forth and Severn road bridges, 
finished within two years of one another, solve apparently 
identical problems in subtly different ways. The bridge 
designer also needs an eye for propo~t10~ and scale; t he 
finished structure must not only do its Job, but must ho 
soon to be doing it. Form and function are, of course, 
closdv related, and there are very few great bridges which 
do not "look" right, even to the untrained eye. 

Professor Hopkins has written an excellent history of 
the art, the craft and finally t,he profession of building 
bridges. It is a story w~ll p_rovided with_ ~ntcrcsting 
characters, starting with V1truvms, whose wr1tmgs of the 
first century BC establish beyond doubt that tho Romans 
folly understood the principle of the arch. Just before 
tho French R evolution, Jean-Rodolphe Perronet brought 
this same principle to perfection with his dari~gly l~w 
arches and slim piers at the Pont de la Concorde rn Pans. 
The doubter,; , of course, predicted instant collapso as 
soon as t,h e centre supports were removed, but the bridge 
stands today. . 

After Perronet came the iron bridges of the mnetoenth 
century-some were t,riumphs, like Robert Stephenson'~ 
n ' cently damaged Britannia Bridge across the Mcnar 
Str,,its, or T elford's Mythe Bridge at. T ewkc~?ury, and 
some wero well remembered disasters, l1ko the wondrous 
bridge across tho silvery Tay", as McGonigall j~st had 
time to call it in the brief space between cornplctwn and 
collapse. Today the suspensio~ 1;>ridge, _refined to remove 
dangerous m:;cillation and twrstmg, reigns supreme for 
large structures. Pre -stressP:d conerete _has taken. over 
for the smaller bridges, and 1t., too, ?as its masterpiece~. 
Hopkins picks out for partrcular praise Robert M~11la.rt s 
Schwandbach and Salgina bridges, both unbehevably 
light and elegant structures. Ho also has a goo~) word for 
Waterloo Bridge across the Thames, whoso designers had 
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to cope not only with nature and the Blitz, but also Sir 
Giles Gilbert Scott, an eminent architect thrnA on them. 
Londoners have reason to be grateful for tlwir patience 
and determination, for one has to go upstream as far as 
I. K. Brunel's Maidenhead railway bridge fr,r n. Thames 
crossing of comparable distinction . 

This book will be enjoyed by sixth-for11,·>rs. under
graduates and armchair enginocrs overywh•'l'"- It is 
profusely illustrated and admirably written. }1y only 
complaints are the uneven qualit,y of t.hE' printing and 
rather haphazard layout; but theso an, quibb!P,. 

X TGEL Hc\WKES 

DEFECTS IN CRYSTALS 
Crystallography and Crystal Defects 
By A. KellyandG. ·w. Groves . Pp. xi+428. 1L, ,ngman: 
London, May 1970.) 100s. 

THIS lucid and interesting book sets itself l h-· sornewhat 
ambitious task of combining the elements ,,f crystallo
graphy, storoographic projection, tensor algebra and 
elasticity theory and of using these in a, thor, ,ugh study 
of crystal defects. Moreover, the book is aimed at -;t udents 
as widely separated as postgraduates and first Yoar· undnr
graduates. What is important is that it succeeds to a 
quite remarkable extent. Tho introduct ion rnkt>s up the 
firs1; five chapters (part one plus chapter fi,·ej. and is 
concisely and accurately presented. Then follows the 
development with chapters on glide, disloeat11ms, point 
defects, twinning, martensitic transformation and crystal 
boundaries. It is necessarily selective, str<>;;sing con
sistently the crystallographic nature and importance of 
defects, and is refreshingly clear and direC't. I liked 
particularly the discussion of P eier~s force and gr:3-i_n 
boundaries and the chapters on twmnmg and martens1tw 
transformation. I was disappointed that the discussion 
of dislocation core structure was not moro clo,;el~- related 
to crystallography. The book is particularly complete on 
subjects which the authors haYe pioneered (for example, 
independent slip systems). .. _ 

This is essentially a text, not a rcferenec book. It will 
certainly be of interest to postgraduates, though I foci 
that some undergraduates will find its style ,1 lit tlo too 
brief and lacking in development. The book i, ,,xcdlently 
produced, h as useful problems at the end of etwh chapter 
with answers at the back, and several valuable appendices. 
Wherever possible it avoids mathnrnatical detail. _In 
fact, my only criticism of substance ts that it has trwd 
to do too much. Our understanding of the importance 
of the crystallographic nature of defects in cr~·stals is tol> 
incomplete at present to allow a full diseusswn. In ~nany 
cases where the importance of crystallography 1,;; ,·.,tablrshed, 
a proper discussion would involve prohibitivt>nrnt,hem!-1-tical 
complexity, for example, aillSOtropw eJasticlty WhtCh IS 

only hinted at in this text. W e s~all have to_ w~rt for an 
authoritative treat,mcnt of the subJect. J. " . .:jTEEDS 

PARTICLE STATES 
Elementary Particle Theory 
By A. D. Martin and T. D. Spearman. ~p.

1 
~lli+527. 

(North Holland : Amsterdam, 1970.) Hfi. 8.3: .93s; $22. 

THE most useful theoretical concept for the nnaly,;;is of tho 
dynamics of strong interactions between elementary p:3-r· 
ticles which is available to us at present ,~ the scattermg 
matrix (or S-matrix) element, which may be regarded as 
the quantum mechanical probability amplitude for scatt e~
ing from an initial to a final state. Th? S-matr1x element 1s 
a function of the external parameters m the process such as 
energy and angle of scattering, and tit<' hope is that this 
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